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Abstract

Creativity researchers have long paid careful attention to individual creativity, beginning with studies of well-known geniuses, and expanding to personality, biographical, cognitive, and social-psychological studies of individual creative behavior. Little is known, however, about the everyday psychological experience and associated creative behavior in the life and work of ordinary individuals. Yet evidence is mounting that such individuals can be responsible for important instances of creativity and innovation in the world: open innovation, user innovation, and citizen innovation. Research into this phenomenon could do much to advance the study and practice of creativity.
In Pursuit of Everyday Creativity

The world has long been fascinated by creative individuals – people who produce work that dramatically touches us aesthetically or advances our lives technologically. Sharing this fascination, creativity researchers have long paid careful attention to individual creativity, beginning with studies of well-known geniuses (e.g., Cox, 1926; Galton, 1869). While this tradition has continued (e.g., Gardner, 1993; Gruber, 1982), research topics in recent decades have expanded to encompass personality, biographical, cognitive, and socio-cultural studies of both well-known and lesser-known creative individuals (e.g., MacKinnon, 1965; Simonton, 1975); personality traits associated with creativity in the general population (e.g., Feist, 1998); and social-psychological studies of environmental influences on individual creative behavior (e.g., Amabile, 1996). The creativity literature now holds a rich repository of knowledge about the individual characteristics associated with creativity and the social and culture environments that support or undermine it. But there is much that this literature cannot yet explain about individual creative behavior.

In recent years, a somewhat separate literature has developed on innovation – the implementation of creative ideas in organizations, communities, and societies. Two recent streams of this literature are particularly interesting (see Harhoff & Lakhani, 2016). The first stream tests and documents approaches to what is often referred to as “open innovation” or “crowd-sourcing” – the use of unaffiliated individuals, outside an organizational context, who have no particular expertise in the focal problem domain – to solve complex problems in science, industrial R&D, internet commerce, software
development, and other real-world settings. For example, one recent study demonstrated that a commercial programming competition platform (TopCoder.com), open to programmers anywhere in the world, yielded solutions to a complex problem in computational biology that were equal in accuracy, and far superior in speed, to the best solutions produced by customized methods in the computational biology field (Lakhani et al., 2013).

The second stream of innovation research particularly relevant to the literature on individual creativity is work on user innovation. Building on the pioneering work of economist Eric von Hippel, this research examines the growing phenomenon whereby companies that produce new goods and services rely on users of those goods and services to come up with and even help develop and implement new ideas (see von Hippel, 1988; 2005). Examples abound. A recent theoretical paper on user entrepreneurship (Shah & Tripsas, 2016) noted that, in the field of scientific instruments, where the users are generally academic scientists or technicians, user innovations include such breakthroughs as the electron microscope and well-regulated high-voltage power supplies. Indeed, that paper argues that (a) many important innovations are developed by users (such as 76% of important innovations in scientific instruments and 60% of innovations in consumer sporting equipment); (b) a large fraction of users innovate (such as 38% of consumer sports enthusiasts); and (c) users innovate over a wide variety of product domains (including automobiles, astronomy equipment, and medical devices, in addition to the domains already mentioned).

A third stream of research is just beginning to emerge from a variety of disciplines: Work on innovation that results from individuals and teams solving problems
that face their communities or societies. For example, one recent qualitative study of Dutch local governments found considerable evidence of civil service employees implementing creative solutions to solve local problems, such as finding “tailor-made solutions for citizens” within the context of existing rules and regulations (Kruyen & van Genugten, in press). Another qualitative study documented and analyzed instances of citizens who generated and implemented creative solutions to a myriad of problems following the devastating earthquakes of 2010-2011 in Christchurch, New Zealand – solutions as diverse as a shopping complex in upcycled shipping containers, a bar in a bus, and an automated outdoor dance floor on vacant land (Cameron-Agnew, Montgomery, Steward, & Moore, 2017).

As rich as the creativity literature is on questions about individual creativity, it contains few answers this fundamental question: *When ordinary people undertake creative endeavors in their work or their non-work lives, what is the nature of their everyday psychological experiences, and how do those experiences affect creative outcomes?* My collaborators and I conducted an experience-sampling study several years ago that yielded some tantalizing hints at answers (Amabile et al., 2001; Amabile, Barsade, Mueller & Staw, 2005; Amabile & Kramer, 2011a, 2011b; Amabile, Schatzel, Moneta, & Kramer, 2004; Moneta, Amabile, Schatzel, & Kramer, 2010). Analyzing nearly 12,000 daily electronic diary entries that we collected from 238 professionals working on 26 projects that called for creativity in seven different companies, we made three central discoveries. First, we found that day-by-day psychological experience – emotions, perceptions, and motivations – significantly influences creative performance as indicated by supervisor ratings, peer ratings, and quasi-behavioral measures of creative
thought; creativity is higher when emotions and perceptions are more positive, and when intrinsic motivation is stronger. Second, we found that, of all the workday events that can lead to positive psychological experience, the single most important is making progress in meaningful work; setbacks have the opposite effect. Finally, and perhaps most importantly for the purposes of this essay, we discovered that individuals trying to be creative in their work not only experience, but can also describe, a rich and wide variety of emotions, perceptions, and motivations that relate to their work and color the quality of their lives in ways that we are only beginning to understand.

Attacking this question is fundamentally important for both the science and the practice of creativity. Increasingly, technology is enabling open innovation, user innovation, and citizen innovation. It seems increasingly likely that products and services resulting from the creative behavior of ordinary individuals may not only become more prevalent than those coming from experts or geniuses in particular domains, it many actually become the most important source of creative breakthroughs. In order to fully understand creativity and what influences it, and in order to confidently prescribe ways in which individuals, organizations, and societies can enhance it, we must undertake studies of creative behavior – and the accompanying psychological states and environmental contexts – in situ, as it is happening. As is obvious in the present issue of the Journal of Creative Behavior, this is only one of the many pathways that creativity studies should take in the coming years. But, I believe, it is one of the most important.
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